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Introduction
The MN curriculum is designed to prepare nurses for advanced nursing practice in a variety of roles and contexts
that are needed in our contemporary health care system. The practice component of the program allows students
to establish beginning level competencies in advanced practice as defined by the Canadian Advanced Nursing
Practice Framework (CNA, 2008) and/or other relevant frameworks.
The MN program bases the definition and description of advanced nursing practice on the work by the Canadian
Nurses Association and other sources. Therefore, the MN program views advanced nursing practice in the broadest
terms.
The Practicum provides students with an advanced practice experience. Ryerson's proximity to a wide range of
health care facilities, community organizations, and professional and government agencies provides students with
the opportunity to advance and apply their knowledge and skills in a variety of specialty areas of nursing practice,
e.g., clinical, research, education, policy, quality improvement, administration.
The practicum is NOT a work study; students complete the practicum outside of their place of employment. A
minimum of 192 hours (approximately 2 days per week) is required over 10 to 12 weeks of the MN8905 semester.
The MN8904 Seminar in Professional Nursing Advancement must be taken concurrently with the Practicum.
Students’ Program of Study forms are finalized by the first term of enrolment in the MN Program; therefore,
students have ample time to prepare for the 192 hours plus seminar time requirements.
During the Seminar in Professional Nursing Advancement (MN 8904), taken concurrently with the practicum,
students will examine linkages between theory, research, and advanced nursing practice.
This Practicum Placement Package provides information and instructions on the 1) required supporting documents
and 2) submission process. All placements are facilitated by the MN Placement Coordinator, in consultation with
the student’s Course Professor.
Placement assignment takes into consideration an appropriate match between the student’s needs and the
practicum site. Placement decisions are based on the following: curriculum requirements, placement and preceptor
availability, student's past experience, interviews, and faculty consultations. Student flexibility is required, as the
desired placement opportunity may not be available.
Students will be notified regarding the process and time to meet with the Course Professor during the Spring/early
Summer prior to the academic year of their practicum. Students work with their MN8905 Course Professor and the
MN Placement Coordinator to arrange and confirm a practicum placement and preceptor.
Students may identify a preceptor, with graduate education, with whom they want to be placed for their practicum
or may request assistance in arranging for a preceptor. Please note that the Course Professor must approve the
preceptor and placement.
Students are expected to meet weekly with their preceptors throughout the placement, during the preceptors’
working hours. This weekly meeting facilitates discussion about learning needs, expectations, and feedback on
student progress, as well as to further promote student socialization into the advanced practice role.
*Please note, Ryerson requires that students send all electronic communications from the student's Ryerson e-mail
address.*
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MN8905 Practicum Placement Steps & Important Dates
STEP 1 Download the 2019-20 Practicum Placement Package from the Central Placement Office (CPO) website
https://www.ryerson.ca/cpo/students/
Step 2 Before May 27, 2019:



Reply to the email invitation to schedule a meeting with your Course Professor to discuss placement opportunities,
based on your career goal and types of opportunities that are available.
Initiate requirements for the Practice Requirements Record.

o

Apply for the Vulnerable Sector Screen (VSS) Police Check. Students who reside in Toronto must
first go to the Central Placement Office, POD 477 and complete the Vulnerable Sector Screen
Police Check consent form. Students who reside outside the City of Toronto must visit their Police
station. Your Police Check may take up to 8 weeks to process.
o Initiate completion of additional requirements for the Practice Requirements Record.
STEP 3 Prior to meeting with your Course Professor, complete the following sections in D2L organizations - DCSN
Career Planning and Development (org.dcsn_cpd). Click on ‘Visit the Content Tool to Begin’. Complete the
following sections:
Content





Opening
Introduction
**Visioning
**Assessment

Resources





**CV/Resume - Refer to MN Section of the Table of Contents for an example of a graduate curriculum vitae
(CV) and tips for developing your CV. If you prefer a resume format, refer to the template in the Post-diploma
section. Remember to include professional/work/class presentations, major papers, etc. in APA format, and if
you are a thesis student – include the title of your thesis and your supervisor’s name. Decide if you think that
your potential preceptor will require added details about your employment position responsibilities,
particularly if it is a well-understood title and role.
Post-Diploma video Career Conversation with Nadine
Master of Nursing video Career conversation with Anne

** Bring a printed version of your 1) CV/Resume, 2) detailed written Career Vision, and 3) Self-Assessment
to your first meeting with your Course Professor.
STEP 4 Two-business days before Course Professor meeting, email the draft version of your Placement Request
Form and your updated resume via email to the Course Professor. (Save each file as firstname-lastnamePRF Draft and firstname-lastname-Resume Draft.) A digital version of the Placement Request Form is
available on the CPO website https://www.ryerson.ca/cpo/students/. Following the meeting, revise your
CV/Resume and the Placement Request Form and submit to your Course Professor for approval. Only one
placement at a time can be pursued.
STEP 5 Before June 3, 2019, submit the Course Professor approved finalized Placement Request Form and resume
via email to your Course Professor and copy to the MN Placement Coordinator (save each file as firstnamelastname-PRF Final and firstname-lastname-Resume Final). The MN Placement Coordinator will seek
placements for those who request assistance and arrange necessary agreements with all organizations that
host an MN student placement.
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STEP 6 Before June 28, 2019 present your completed package and supporting documentation (see Placement
Package Document Checklist, p. 10) to the CPO. Supporting documents are verified and immediately
returned to you, as they cannot be stored at Ryerson due to privacy legislation. Faxed, scanned, or e-mailed
versions cannot be accepted. The visit is used to collect the Practice Requirements Record and WSIB
Student Declaration of Understanding and to review your package submission and confirm that all required
documentation is included.
STEP 7 All students who require assistance in finding a placement will be notified via email by the MN Placement
Coordinator regarding their preceptor contact information and placement location.
STEP 8 Arrange for an interview with the potential preceptor, as soon as possible.
STEP 9 Inform the Course Professor and the MN Placement Coordinator regarding the outcome of the interview.
The Course Professor is responsible to approve the placement and will notify the student and the MN
Placement Coordinator via email regarding the approval decision.
STEP 10 6 weeks before the semester begins, email the preceptor to re-confirm the placement. Collaborate to
determine your start date at the placement, which will occur during the first week of the semester – be
sure to avoid the scheduled seminar day. Your placement may begin prior to the first day of seminar;
however, the placement cannot start before the first week of the semester.

June 3, 2019 - Deadline to submit, your finalized Placement Request Form.

June 28, 2019, at 3:00 pm - Deadline to submit, in-person, your completed practicum
package.
Missing the submission deadline dates may result in a delayed placement assignment
decision or loss of a confirmed placement. A delay will also jeopardize your enrollment in
both MN 8904 and MN 8905.
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Placement Request Form - Sample (Available at https://www.ryerson.ca/cpo/students/)
1. Prior to meeting with your Course Professor, download and complete a draft version of this form.
2. By May 27, 2019 file as (firstname-lastname-PRF Draft) and email the file and your updated draft CV/Resume
(firstname-lastname-Resume Draft) to your Course Professor at least two business days prior to your scheduled
meeting to occur.
3. By June 3, 2019 email this finalized form and your CV/Resume to your Course Professor and MN Placement
Coordinator (save each file as firstname-lastname-PRF Final and firstname-lastname-Resume Final).
4. For those who request assistance in locating a placement, the MN Placement Coordinator will contact you via
email, copied to your Course Professor, with details regarding your potential preceptor and placement.
Name

Robin Singh

Student #

##########

Ryerson Email

xxxxx@ryerson.ca

Semester & Year

Fall 2019

If you are currently employed in nursing, please indicate the hospital/agency and unit where you work.
Hospital/Agency: St. David’s Hospital
Unit: 6C - Neurosurgery
Do you have unrestricted access to a vehicle? Some placements require that students drive. Students are responsible for
the cost of parking and gasoline.
Have you contacted a potential masters or doctoral prepared preceptor or have someone that you are thinking of
Yes
X
No ___
contacting?
If yes, please indicate
the name and academic credential (e.g., MN), position, email address, hospital/agency,
unit (if applicable)
the to
potential
preceptor
If no,
indicateother
N/A. than English. Please list any other languages in
Placements
may bewhere
available
students
who are works.
fluent in
a language
which you are fluent or indicate N/A.
Name & academic credential:
email address:
Language(s) spoken & read other than English (specify): French

Position:

Agency:

Unit:

Phone:

 The Course Professor Approved this Placement
If you require assistance in securing a placement, what are your areas of interest, based on your career goal? What
specific agencies/preceptors do you have in mind for MN8905?
Areas of interest for your placement (e.g.,
Undergraduate clinical education, Undergraduate
List at least 3 agencies for each area of interest (and potential
classroom education, Nurse educator in a hospital,
preceptor names, if known).
Policy development and analysis, Informatics,
Quality improvement, etc.)
Geriatric Clinical Nurse Specialist

UHN, Trillium Health Partners, St Michaels Hospital

Undergraduate clinical education

Ryerson, George Brown or Centennial

Quality improvement

UHN, Trillium Health Partners, North York General Hospital
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Placement Requirement Form - Sample (Available at https://www.ryerson.ca/cpo/students/)
PERSONAL INFORMATION
Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Ryerson Student # : __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

Email Address ______________________@ryerson.ca

NOTICE TO STUDENTS
COMPLETION OF THE PRACTICE REQUIREMENTS RECORD (PRR) IS COMPULSORY FOR NURSING STUDENTS.
NOTE:

A student will NOT be deemed as CLEARED for PRACTICE until the CPO has reviewed and processed ALL of the student’s
PRR documents to determine if clearance for program / placement practice requirements are met.
CLEARANCE of all PRR elements are necessary in order for the student to enter the placement setting; and to attend and
engage in practice.
Thus, a student’s failure to submit a fully-completed PRR by the deadline indicated will result in the decision that the student
be delayed / prohibited in attending placement - practice AND that the student’s withdrawal from the practice placement
setting can jeopardize the successful completion of their course / program.
The student’s Program / Course LEAD will also be notified by the CPO for any of the following conditions:




If the student fails to submit ALL required PRR documentation by the due date indicated.
If the student’s PRR documentation reflects unmet needs requiring further exploration of occupational health, safety
and / or infection control concerns as per Universal & Public Health Guideline Standards which result in the decision
of a student’s NON CLEARANCE level status AND
If the student’s status of NON CLEARANCE remains unresolved by the deadline date indicated – this will result in
the consequence of prohibiting the student’s entry into the clinical placement – practice setting as per policy and as
determined by the CPO

WHAT IS THE PROCESS TO REVIEW STUDENT PRR DOCUMENTS:
Student’s will need to come in person to the CPO at Ryerson University, 4th Floor Podium Building, room POD 477 in the Daphne
Cockwell School of Nursing to discuss and review, their PRR related documents.

NOTE:
Documents do not need to be submitted all at once. If additional visits to the CPO are needed to process PRR forms, please bring all
documentation to each visit. Students are responsible for safekeeping all their documents; the CPO does not keep hard copies. DO NOT
fax, send by courier or email your PRR Records to the Central Placement Office.
Once ALL forms and original documentation have been verified in person to the CPO, the CPO will process and determine if the
student’s PRR status meets the CLEARANCE status for practice.
Students should also retain your PRR forms and supporting documentation. You will need to present them again throughout your
nursing program. In addition, your placement setting has the right to ask to review your PRR documentation with you to verify your status
for entry into their agency / organization for practice.
The information on this form is collected under the authority of the Ryerson University Act and is required to process your application for your
practice placement course. The information will be used in connection with placement negotiations and communication with placement agencies. If
you have any questions about the collection, use, and disclosure of this information by the Daphne Cockwell School of Nursing, please contact the
Central Placement Office (CPO) at 416-979-5000 - Extension 4956.

PROGRAM / PLACEMENT – PRACTICE REQUIREMENT RECORD (PRR) FORM
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What should I do if I have PRR related questions or concerns?
Please refer to and review the FAQ section of the CPO website (https://www.ryerson.ca/cpo/faq/) if you have any questions or concerns
with requirements for completion with this form.
If you still have questions or concerns after reviewing our FAQ, please contact the CPO at 416-979-5000 – Ext. 4956 to speak to a CPO
Staff member.

NOTE TO STUDENT AND HEALTH CARE PROVIDER (HCP)
Ontario legislation specifies certain surveillance requirements for those entering into healthcare practice settings. The Collaborative
Program protocol was developed in accordance with the communicable disease surveillance protocols, specified under the Public
Hospitals Act, to meet the requirements of our students’ placement settings. This process is necessary to ensure that our students protect
their health and safety, and the health and safety of patients / clients / residents, visitors, employees and other students.





Completion of this information is compulsory - NOT optional.
All sections of the CPO – PRR form must be completed as outlined.
Organizations / Agencies as our placement partners do have the right to refuse any student entry to placement for practice
when the student who has NOT met all of their pre-placement requirements.

1. ANNUAL CNO REGISTRATION LICENCE
Your CNO registration license will be verified at www.cno.org
NOTE: Any student with changes in status to their CNO registration status (example: status not in good standing; suspension; lapse and /
or revoked) must disclose this to the Daphne Cockwell School of Nursing.
License Number: ________________________

Name as it appears on your license: _____________________________________________

.

To be completed by CPO:

RN

Entitled to practice:

without restrictions
with restrictions
not entitled to practice

2. ANNUAL CPR CERTIFICATION (HCP Level)
Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) Healthcare Professional (HCP) level – for placement purposes, your certification must be at the
HCP-level.
NOTE: CPR re-certification is required on a yearly basis AND must be valid for the entire academic school year.





Present your original CPR card to a CPO member with this form.
Physical printouts of e-certificates are acceptable.
We will not accept e-certificates shown off of an electronic device.

3. MASK FIT CARD
All students must be tested and fitted for an appropriate mask (respirator). Mask Fit Cards must clearly state the mask type (model) and
size as well as a specific issue and/or expiry date.
Ensure you carry your mask fit card at all times. Placement Practice sites may ask to see them, especially in the event of an outbreak.
Failure to show your Mask Fit Card will jeopardize your placement and your placement course. Mask fit cards are valid for two years after
the issue date.
NOTE: The student’s Mask Fit Card must be valid for the entire academic school year.


Present your original Mask Fit card to a Central Placement Office staff member with this form.

4. INFLUENZA VACCINE
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Influenza virus vaccine is available every Fall and can be obtained from a variety of healthcare providers. Students must provide evidence
of vaccination to the CPO and to the placement agency. The influenza vaccine is considered mandatory in many health care setting,
therefore students are asked to comply with obtaining the influenza vaccine in order to meet placement organization / agency PRR
requirements and enhance their infection control self-immunity status for increased exposure risks that can occur in health care settings.
NOTE:
If you know or suspect that you have an allergy to eggs or other vaccination preservatives, discuss your options with your Health Care
Provider (HCP). HCP documentation is required to support a medical exemption.
Organizations / Agencies as our placement partners do have the right to refuse any student entry to placement for practice when the
student has NOT met this pre-placement requirement.
Organizations / Agencies as our placement partners do have the right to refuse any student entry to placement for practice when the
organization / agency has a suspected or actual outbreak situation and the student has NOT met this pre-placement requirement.
Organizations / Agencies as our placement partners do have the right to determine the conditions and PPE requirements of any
student entry to placement for practice when the organization / agency has a suspected or actual outbreak situation and the student
has NOT met this pre-placement requirement. Should a student not wish to comply with the conditions (example: wearing PPE
consistently during practice and taking Tamiflu medication), then the student will NOT be able to enter the placement - practice
setting. The organization / agency will determine when the infectious outbreak period is over and advise when a student may reenter the placement – practice setting AND if any precautions or PPE needs are required.
Any failure to enter the placement – practice setting - will jeopardize a student’s placement hours for completion within the course
required semester timeframe AND this may jeopardize a student’s program / placement course.
The influenza vaccine is uniquely developed each year and administered for free to promote improved immunity to anticipated
influenza strains. Thus, the vaccine is considered valid for the annual flu season of that year of issue. Students are encouraged to
see and speak with their HCP and discuss the best time to receive their influenza vaccine annually to support optimum health status
during placement experience time periods during the academic school year.

5. VULNERABLE SECTOR SCREENING (VSS) - POLICE CHECK Every (6) months for Placement
ALL students are required to obtain a VSS police check for entry into placement
For the purposes of all student placements ALL VSS Police Check must:
 Be NEGATIVE*
 Reflect a DATE of ISSUE as completed within the last SIX MONTHS
 MUST BE VALID for the duration of your placement EACH semester
A STUDENT CANNOT ATTEND PLACEMENT UNTIL THE CPO HAS SEEN THEIR ORIGINAL VSS - POLICE CHECK
AND confirms the DATE of ISSUE within the last SIX MONTHS
APPLY IN A TIMELY MANNER. YOUR VSS MUST BE VALID FOR THE ENTIRE SEMESTER OF PLACEMENT
When to Submit VSS Applications

FALL SEMESTER

WINTER SEMESTER

MN

June 03 - June 14, 2019

October 14 - 25, 2019

DO NOT submit your FALL VSS application earlier than JUNE 03, 2019
DO NOT submit your WINTER VSS application earlier than OCTOBER 14, 2019
For students who are residents of Toronto (Postal code beginning with ‘M’)
Come to the CPO (POD-477) to complete a consent form. You will need to bring your student ID card with you to the CPO.
NOTE: Toronto Police Services can take up to 8 weeks to process your VSS police check.
For students who are residents in regions that require a letter outlining reason for VSS request
E-mail cpo@ryerson.ca with your Full Name and Ryerson student number along with VSS request details (i.e. region).



Present your original VSS police check to the CPO each semester with this form.
* If your VSS Police Check Report is POSITIVE, the student is required to contact the CPO at 416-979-5000 Ext. 4956.

6. YEARLY TUBERCULOSIS SCREENING
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NOTE:
If your 1-Step TB skin test is POSITIVE or you have tested positive anytime in the past, proceed to Section B.
Previous positive skin tests do not require further TB skin testing.

SECTION A:
Mantoux Test: Students require a baseline 2-Step TB skin test.
If the first test is negative, a second test is given in the opposite arm. This needs to be done within the time period of at least one week
and no more than four weeks from the first test.
If there is documentation of a previous 2-Step TB test (with a negative reading) – the student should proceed with the 1-Step TB test only.
If you are proceeding with the 1-Step TB skin test only, please also provide the information about your previous baseline 2-Step TB skin
test in the space provided below.
Then also provide the results of the new / current 1- Step TB skin test done.
NOTE: This must be valid for the entire academic school year.
Baseline Step 1 Date Given: ____/____/______ Date Read*: ____/____/______ Induration: _______ mm HCP Name: ________________
mm

dd

yyyy

mm

dd

yyyy

Baseline Step 2 Date Given: ____/____/______ Date Read*: ____/____/______ Induration: _______ mm HCP Name: ________________
mm

dd

yyyy

mm

dd

*48-72hrs from test

yyyy

Signature: _________________________

Step 1 Test Date: ____/____/______ Date Read*: ____/____/______ Induration: _______ mm HCP Name: _________________________
mm

dd

yyyy

mm

dd

yyyy

Signature: __________________________

SECTION B:
CXR – Chest Xray required only for positive skin tests.
Complete the sections below AND attach a copy of your recent chest x-ray report:
Chest x-ray Date ____/____/______
mm

dd

Assessment Date: ____/____/______
mm

dd

Result: _____________________ Signs & symptoms of active TB:

Yes

No

yyyy

HCP Name: _____________________________ HCP Signature: __________________________

yyyy

NOTE:
Yearly chest x-rays (CXR) are not required unless clinical status changes OR as advised by HCP. You can therefore attach a report from a
previous chest x-ray taken within last 2 years. The CXR must be valid for the entire school year. The HCP must also indicate if there are signs
versus no signs and symptoms of active TB (above) and sign this declaration.
The ‘Assessment date’ for changes in signs and symptoms must be completed yearly and must be valid for the entire academic school year.
TB testing should be completed prior to the administration of any live vaccines or 4 weeks’ post receiving live vaccine.

7. DIPHTHERIA, TETANUS, PERTUSSIS, POLIO
Date of last Diphtheria Booster*: _____/_____/_______ HCP Signature: ___________________________________
mm / dd / yyyy
Date of last Tetanus Booster*:
_____/_____/_______ HCP Signature: ___________________________________
mm / dd / yyyy
Date of last Pertussis Booster*: _____/_____/_______ HCP Signature: ___________________________________
mm / dd / yyyy
Date of last Polio Booster:
_____/_____/_______ HCP Signature: ___________________________________
mm / dd / yyyy
*Immunization must have been done within the last 10 years AND be valid for the applicable terms.

8. COMMUNICABLE DISEASES
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NOTE: Laboratory evidence is required to prove immunity for elements identified below. Students are required to attach a copy of blood
work results.
Bloodwork immunity must have been done within the last 10 years AND be valid for the applicable terms.
I.

Measles, Mumps, Rubella (MMR)

1st Dose Date: ___/___/______ 2nd Dose Date: ___/___/_____

Laboratory evidence of immunity*

mm/ dd/ yyyy

mm/ dd/ yyyy

AND
HCP Signature: _____________ HCP Signature:____________

Documentation of 2 doses of MMR vaccine after 1st birthday
II.

Varicella (Chicken Pox)

1st Dose Date: ___/___/______ 2nd Dose Date: ___/___/_____

Laboratory evidence of immunity*

mm/ dd/ yyyy

mm/ dd/ yyyy

AND
Signature:
Documentation of 2 doses of Varicella vaccine given at least 4HCP
weeks
apart _____________ HCP Signature: ____________

9. HEPATITIS B
NOTE: Laboratory evidence is required to prove immunity for Hepatitis B; Students are required to attach a copy of blood work results.
Bloodwork immunity must have been done within the last 10 years AND be valid for the applicable terms.
Laboratory evidence of immunity*

1st Dose Date: ___/___/_____

AND

HCP Signature: _____________

mm/ dd/ yyyy

Documentation of Hepatitis B vaccination series
Please check vaccination dose schedule:
2 Dose

2nd Dose Date: ___/___/_____

3 Dose

HCP Signature: _____________

mm/ dd/ yyyy

Students on 3 dose vaccination schedule must complete at least 2 doses of the vaccine in order to attend practice.
Students should submit proof of their FINAL DOSE of the injection series as soon as it is received.
3rd Dose Date: ___/___/_____

HCP Signature: _____________

Hepatitis B chronic carriers are not required to disclose status to placement sites.
mm/ dd/ yyyy

*If your lab results for sections 8 and/or 9 show up as anything other than immune (reactive), CONTACT CPO at cpo@ryerson.ca

SIGNATURE OF HEALTHCARE PROVIDER(S)
If you have documented on these forms, please complete the section below or stamp and provide your signature. Print clearly.

Name of Healthcare Provider (please print)

Name of Healthcare Provider (please print)

Address (street)

Address (street)

Address (city & postal code)

Address (city & postal code)

Telephone Number

Telephone Number

Signature of HCP

Signature of HCP

Date

Title (i.e. MD, RN)

Date

Title (i.e. MD, RN)
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TO BE COMPLETED BY CPO
Student PRR Case Review:

PRR Met / Documentation Validation Date

ANNUAL CNO REGISTRATION LICENCE
ANNUAL CPR CERTIFICATION (HCP Level)
MASK FIT CARD
INFLUENZA VACCINE






VSS - POLICE CHECK
Every (6) months for Placement

 Fall
 Winter
 Spring

TB SCREENING
DIPHTHERIA
TETANUS
PERTUSSIS
POLIO
MMR – COMMUNICABLE DISEASES
HEPATITIS B
CPO STAFF NAME:
_____________________________









Student PRR CLEARANCE STATUS:
 MET
 UNMET

Date: ___________________________________
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Student Declaration of Understanding
Workplace Safety and Insurance Board or Private Insurance Coverage
For Students on Program Related Placements
Student coverage while on placement:
The government of Ontario, through the Ministry of Advanced Education and Skills Development (MAESD), reimburses WSIB
for the cost of benefits it pays to Student Trainees enrolled in an approved program at a Training Agency (university). Ontario
students are eligible for Workplace Safety Insurance Board (WSIB) coverage while on placements that are required by their
program of study.
MAESD also provides private insurance through ACE-INA to students should their unpaid placement required by their program
of study take place with an employer who is not covered under the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act and limited coverage
where placements are arranged by their postsecondary institution to take place outside of Ontario (international and other
Canadian jurisdictions). However, students are advised to maintain insurance for extended health care benefits through the
applicable student insurance plan or other insurance plan.
Please be advised that Ryerson University will be required to disclose personal information relating to the unpaid work
placement and any WSIB claim or ACE-INA claim to MAESD. If coverage is not provided through MAESD, then accident
insurance may be provided by Ryerson University.
This Agreement must be completed, and signed to indicate the Student Trainee’s acceptance of the unpaid work placement
conditions and a copy provided to the Ryerson University placement coordinator prior to the commencement of the work
placement.
Declaration:
I have read and understand that WSIB or private insurance coverage will be provided through the Ministry of Advanced
Education and Skills Development or Ryerson University while I am on an unpaid placement as arranged by the university as a
requirement of my program of study.
I agree that, over the course of my placement, I will participate in and implement all safety-related training and procedures
obtained from the University and the Placement Employer. I will provide the University with written confirmation that I have
received safety training.
I will promptly inform my Placement Employer of any safety concerns. If these concerns are not resolved, I will contact the
University’s placement coordinator within my faculty and notify them of any unresolved safety concerns.
I understand that all accidents sustained while participating in an unpaid work placement must be immediately reported to the
Placement Employer and my Ryerson University placement coordinator. An MAESD Postsecondary Student Unpaid Work
Placement Workplace Insurance Claim form must be completed and signed in the event of injury and submitted to the University
placement coordinator.
In the event of an injury, I also agree to maintain regular contact with the University and to provide the University with
information relating to any restrictions and my ability to return to the placement.
If this is a paid placement then the placement employer should provide me with WSIB coverage. If the placement employer
does not have WSIB coverage, then I understand that I do not have WSIB or private insurance coverage either through MAESD
or Ryerson University in the event of a workplace accident.
I understand the implications and have had any questions answered to my satisfaction.
Student Name:

Student Signature:

Program / School:

Date:

Parent/Legal Guardian’s Name (NOTE: for Student who is less than 18 years of age) please print:
Signature:

Date
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Consent Form for Use and Disclosure of Student Information
Student Number:

First Name:

1.

Educational Program:

Middle Initial:

Last Name:

Permission to Use and Disclose Your Student Related Personal Information and Personal Health Information

By signing this consent, you authorize your educational Program (Collaborative Nursing Degree Program) to:
• Collect, use and/or disclose your personal information (name and student profile information that is under the
custody and control of your Program) to authorized staff of Receiving Agencies for the purpose of locating and
coordinating an appropriate placement experience (e.g. clinical practica, fieldwork, or preceptorship) as required
by your educational program;
• Use your student related personal information and personal health information relating to placement
prerequisites, for the purpose of tracking your compliance against Receiving Agency safety and infection
control prerequisites for accepting students. Placement prerequisites that may be tracked include personal
information such as CPR certification or criminal records check status, and personal health information
such as immunity/immunization status of vaccine-preventable diseases. Placement prerequisite information
is used only by staff involved with your educational program, and is never disclosed to users external to
your educational program.
• Disclose your personal information to the owner and administrator of the HSPnet system, namely Provincial
Health Services Authority British Columbia (PHSA), to allow PHSA to indirectly collect your personal
information to provide HSPnet student placement services.
Consent Period
This consent is effective immediately and shall remain valid for up to six years, or shall be voided upon your
completion of the Program, your formal withdrawal from the Program, or upon written request as described below.
2.

3.

Your Rights With Respect to This Consent
3.1 Right to Refuse Consent - You have the right to refuse to sign this consent, and if you refuse your
placement will be processed manually at the earliest convenience of the Program and Receiving Agency.
3.2 Right to Review Privacy & Security Policies - A copy of the document entitled Identified Purposes and
Handling of Personal Information in HSPnet, which summarizes Privacy and Security policies relating to how
we may use and disclose your personal information via HSPnet, is distributed with this Consent Form. You
may wish to review the complete Privacy
and Security Policies for HSPnet before signing this consent. The Privacy and Security policies may be amended
from time to time, and you can obtain an updated copy by contacting privacy@hspcanada.net.
3.3 Right to Request Restrictions on Use/Disclosure - You have the right to request that we restrict how we
use and/or disclose your personal information or personal health information via HSPnet for the purpose of
locating and coordinating a suitable placement experience. Such requests must be made in writing to the
placement coordinator for your Program. If we agree to a restriction you have requested, we must restrict our
use and/or disclosure of your personal information in the manner described in your request. If this restriction
precludes our ability to coordinate your placement via HSPnet, then your placement will be processed
manually at the earliest convenience of the placement coordinator and receiving agency.
3.4 Right to Revoke Consent - You have the right to revoke this consent at any time. Your revocation of this
consent must be in writing to the placement coordinator for your Program. Note that your revocation of this
consent, or the voiding of this consent upon your completion or withdrawal from the Program, would not be
retroactive and would not affect uses or disclosures we have already made according to your prior consent.
3.5 Right to Receive a Copy of This Consent Form - You may request a copy of your signed consent form.

Collection of your personal information is done under the authority of the privacy legislation that applies to educational
institutions in your province. For more information visit www.hspcanada.net/privacy/index.asp.
I hereby authorize my educational Program to use and/or disclose my personal information via HSPnet for
the purpose of locating and coordinating appropriate student placement(s) as required by the curriculum.

________________________________________
Signature of Student

____________________
Date
Student Consent Basic - Form A - Revised: June

20, 2011
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MN8905 Practicum Placement Package Documents Checklist
Submit a completed package, in-person, to the Central Placement Office by June 28, 2019 at 3:00pm to the
CPO.
The following original, completed documents are required:








Practice Requirements Record
Signed Declaration of Understanding Form
Vulnerable Sector Screen (VSS) Police Check
CPR Certificate - Healthcare Professional (HCP) level
Mask Fit Card
Vaccination records and recent laboratory results for immunization status
This Placement Package Documents Checklist

IMPORTANT information for the student:
 Submitting a complete package by the deadline date will be considered for a priority placement assignment.
 Incomplete packages will not be processed and you will jeopardize your placement and your ability to take
the MN8904 and MN8905 courses.
 Keep a copy of your completed package and all supporting documents for your records as your placement
may ask to see them.
 Expiry Dates for your CPR, Mask Fit, and VSS Police Check. VSS Police Checks are only good for one year
from when dated. Dates must be valid throughout your entire placement. Renewing/obtaining new
requirements during your placement, if needed, are your responsibility.
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Contact Information
Nicole Tansil, MEd, RN
MN Placement Coordinator
ntansil@ryerson.ca
(416) 979-5000 ext 1-4253#
POD-477 then DCC – to be announced

Gerry Warner, MSW
MN Program Administrator
gerry.warner@ryerson.ca
(416) 979-5000 ext 1-7852#
POD-448-A then DCC – to be announced

Nancy Purdy, PhD, RN
Interim Graduate Program Director, Master of Nursing (until June 2019)
npurdy@ryerson.ca
(416) 979-5000 ext 1-2020#
POD-452 then DCC – to be announced
Lori Schindel Martin, PhD, RN (Fall 2019)
Associate Professor
lori.schindelmartin@ryerson.ca
416-979-5000, ext. 1-4257#

POD 470-A then DCC – to be announced
Jasna Schwind, PhD, RN (Fall 2019)
Associate Professor
jschwind@ryerson.ca
416-979-5000, ext. 1-6321#

POD – 460-C then DCC – to be announced

Sherry Espin, PhD, RN (Winter 2020)
Associate Professor
sespin@ryerson.ca
(416) 979-5000 ext 1-7993#
POD-468-F then DCC – to be announced

Karen Legrow, PhD, RN (Winter 2020)
Associate Professor
klegrow@ryerson.ca
(416) 979-5000 ext 1-6327#
POD-474-A then DCC – to be announced

Forms available at https://www.ryerson.ca/cpo/students/
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